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Your Game of Twisted Skies; Imperial Edition should include:
16 Ship Cards
A deck of 80 Manifest Cards
A deck of 64 Catalyst Cards
2 Turn Order Cards, 1 Emperor Ability Card.
This Instruction Booklet
You will need a six sided dice (D6) to play this game.

When the first alternate timelines and dimensions broke free of the Genesis timeline there was
great upheaval and excessive energy released resulting in the formation of many strange and
wonderful things. Emerging from this burst of creativity came THE EMPEROR, a
multifaceted being able to exist simultaneously in many timelines, dimensions and realities.
The Emperor saw the birth of the Multiverse from it’s inception although even his memories of
it are clouded by the epic grandeur of the event. It is known His Majesty saw a blinding
presence of the color red, a glowing red power that consumed the moment and inspired His
Majesty to name his soon to be established Empire after it. Red for the blindly color seen at the
birth of the Multiverse and a Fork to symbolize the violent braking away of the first alternate
timeline from the primal Reality Genesis. The Red Fork Empire now contains a vast number of
worlds, too numerous to be counted or charted. A great and ancient power in the Multiverse.
-ENIGMA field agent's guide entry 016

FACTIONS WITHIN THE EMPIRE!
Although all citizens of the Red Fork Empire serve the
Emperor that doesn’t mean they all like each other or share
goals. Add in the fact that there are several incarnations of
the Emperor, some of which hate each other, and you have
the basis for a ever changing and varied political and religious landscape that shifts as ceaselessly as the Multiverse
itself. These various factions serve the whims and plans of
the Emperors they hold favor with and some attempt to
serve more than one or all of them. Their plans often come
to cross purpose and in-fighting is quite common within the
Empire.
Faction Icons in game play. Faction Icons may be targeted
or required by game effects in game play but cards (Crew
or Ship) with different factions may be controlled by the
same player.

THE CARDS– There are three main categories of cards in Twisted Skies
Ship Cards represents your Airship. Your
Airship is a vessel by which your brave Crew of
Steampunks traverse the Realities of the
Multiverse. In the game your Ship Card sets the
number of Crew Cards you can have in play, how
many Tech Cards you can upgrade your Ship with
and the number of Victory Points you need to accumulate to win. Everyone playing gets one of these.
“The great vessels of the Empire never falter.”
-Capt. Gustav Fredrickson, Imperial Navy.

Manifest Cards include the Crew of your Airship, the
gadgets they carry, and the upgrades on the ship. The two
card types included in the Manifest Deck are Crew Cards
and Tech Cards. In addition Tech Cards are either Ship or
Personal, distinguishing whether they are Equipped to your
Ship or one of your Crew.
“All manner of artifacts and devises is known to thrive in
the Multiverse, along with all the vile things that wield
them.”
-Baron of Bizarre, Mauve Squirrels

Catalyst Cards are cards that make things
happen in the game and are key to winning. The two
card types included in the Catalyst deck are Interrupts and Mission Cards. These are powerful cards
in that they not only enable you to win the game but
they can also be used to stop other players from
winning the game.
“The Multiverse is full of wonder and terror, mostly
the latter.”
-Old Imperial proverb

Ship Cards
Ship Cards represents your inter-dimensional vessel of choice traveling throughout he Multiverse. They have four statistics for
game play.

Tech– a Ship’s Tech Rating
determines how many Ship Tech
cards may be Equipped to it.

Faction Icon– This Icon shows
that the Ship card supports the
Red Fork Empire.

Crew– a Ship’s Crew
Rating determines how
may Crew Cards you
may have in play.

VictoryTotal– Aship’s
Victory Total determines
how many Victory
Points from Mission
Cards you must collect to
win the game.

Ability Box– Aship’sAbility Box adds a game effect to play to represent the
character of that vessel in the Empire.

Crew Cards
Crew Cards are Manifest Cards which represent the Crew of yourAirship. There are four statistics on a Crew Card for game
play.

Keywords– The Keyword bar contains the
Keywords that describe the duties of the Crew
on yourAirship.

Tech– ACrew Card’s Tech rating determines
how many PersonalTech cards may be
Equipped to that Crew card.

Faction Icon– This Icon shows which Imperial Faction the Crew is part of. If there is no
icon the Crew is Neutral.

Special Effect Box– This box contains a special game effect relative to this Crew.
Keywords

Captain – Indicates a Crew member with command ability.
Officer– Indicates a Senior Crew member.
Navigator–ACrew member with the ability to chart a course.
Gunner–ACrew member with skill and knowledge of
ranged weapons.
Thug–ACrew Member with less than legal skills.
Priest–ACrew Member with ties to a faith system.
Doctor–ACrew member with medical knowledge; scientific, mystical, or otherwise
Engineer- ACrew member with Mechanical knowledge.
Midshipman–Ayounger or lower ranking Crew member.

Performer- ACrew member with skills in entertainment/
service work.
Automaton–ACrew member with a body built entirely or
partially from nonorganic parts.
Supernatural–ACrew member with beyond normal abilities
due to mystical or physiological conditions.
Adventurer–ACrew member who makes their living by
risking great dangers for profit.
Diplomat–A Crew member with diplomatic and government skills
Scholar–ACrew Member who dedicates their time or
profession to the gathering of knowledge

PersonalTech Cards
Personal Tech Cards are Manifest Cards that represent the gadgets and gear that your Crew carries.The PersonalTech Card
has three statistics for game play.

Keywords– The Keyword bar
contains the Keywords that describe the type of gadget or gear
that the Tech is.

Combat Modifiers– Personal
Tech cards provide two effects in
game play . Offensive Tech provides a added modifier to Combat Rolls while Defensive Tech
provides a reducing modifier to
the Opposing Combat RollTotal.
There are also Unique Tech Items
that have other game effects outside of Combat Rolls. They are
designated with a “U”

Coal Credits– Coal Credits are the currency of the Multiverse. In the game certain effects are
active by “cashing out” Tech Cards for Coal Credit totals. To do this simply discard Tech
Cards from the Table or your hand.

ShipTech Cards
Ship Tech Cards are Manifest Cards that represent the gadgets and gear that your Ship is armed with. The Ship Tech Card has
two statistics for game play.

Keywords– The Keyword bar contains the
Keywords that describe the type of gadget or
gear that the Tech is.

Combat Modifiers– ShipTech cards provide
two effects in game play . Offensive Tech
provides a added modifier to Combat Rolls while
Defensive Tech provides a reducing modifier to
the Opposing Combat RollTotal. There are also
Unique Tech Items that have other game effects
outside of Combat Rolls. They are designated
with a “U”

Coal Credits- Coal Credits are the currency of the Multiverse. In the game certain effects are
active by “cashing out” Tech Cards for Coal Credit totals. To do this simply discard Tech
Cards from the Table or your hand.

Mission Cards
Mission Cards are Catalyst Cards that represent the adventures and challenges yourAirship and Crew face in the Multiverse.
They have three statistics for game play.

Required– Mission Requirements list
the Keywords that Exhausted Crew
Cards must possess to complete the
Mission. Crew Cards may meet more
than one of the Requirements if they
have more than one Keyword. Some
Missions have special Requirements
described on the Card.
Bounty– Some Missions provide
bonus Cards for effects or
completion.

Victory Points— The number of
Victory Points awarded by completing the Mission.

Interrupt Cards
Interrupt Cards are Catalyst Cards that are played
to change the flow of the game by hindering or
helping other players as they progress through the
game. They represent the random, dangerous, and
sometimes lucrative happenstances of the
Multiverse. Interrupt Cards usually involve
Combat Rolls designed to hinder or thwart the
Mission Attempter as they try to amass Victory
Points. The effects of every Interrupt Card are
printed on them.

GAME SETUP
Each player selects a Ship card or draws one randomly depending on how the Players wish to play. (Both
methods are fine but drawing blind is more challenging) . Players place their Ship card in front of them
where everyone can see which Ship they are playing.
Shuffle the Manifest and Catalyst Decks and set them in the center of the table.
Draw cards from the Catalyst deck one at a time until you have four (4) Mission cards. Set these in a row in
front of one player. These are the first Missions that will be available in the game. As more Mission Cards
come into play continue to set them out on the table with no more than 4 in front of any player. Mission
cards are available to all players for Attempting regardless of who they sit in front of. Players are to be cooperative and read each other the Mission information when requested.
Each player draws a beginning hand of five (5) Manifest cards. For a faster game everyone can also draw
two (2) Catalyst Cards.
Each player rolls the D6, the highest roll has the first turn. Turn order progresses around the table clockwise.

HOW TO PLAY
Twisted Skies is played in a sequence of Phases that make up each player’s turn. Players take their turns one
at a time proceeding clockwise around a table. The active player taking their turn is known as the Mission
Attempter The Sequence of play for the phases of a turn are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Ready all Exhausted Cards
Drawone Manifest Card
First Drop. Place one Crew card into play orEquip aTech card
Open Trading. Players openly trade cards with the MissionAttempter
Drawone Catalyst Card. If it is a Mission Card place it on theTable.
MissionAttempt.The MissionAttemptertries to gain points by completing Missions.
PirateTrading. Players blindly trade cards from theirhands with the MissionAttempter
Second Drop. Place one Crew card into play orEquip aTech card

Once a player has made the Second Drop ( and resolved any effect of that Drop) then their turn is over.
Here’s a more detailed walk through of each phase of the game.

Phase 1. Ready all Exhausted cards. In Twisted Skies cards are positioned in two ways to represent actions in the game.
READY cards are upright.

EXHAUSTED cards are sideways .
Cards are Exhausted for variety of reason s in the game; the most common is Mission Attempting. Cards
that are exhausted stay Exhausted until this phase at the start of your turn unless Readied by some other card
effects.
Phase 2. Draw one Manifest Card. Manifest cards are the main stock of a Player’s hand. Player’s draw
one card to their hand in this phase every turn unless directed otherwise by some other card effects.
Phase 3. First Drop. In the game the term DROP means to place a card from your hand onto the Table into
play. Some cards have effects listed as “At Drop” which means that when they are placed into play those
effects happen. Manifest cards are Dropped in two ways depending on their type. Crew cards are placed
directly on to the Table in front of the player to the side of their Ship card so that everyone can see what
Crew they have in play. Personal and Ship Tech cards make use of the Equip action game rules.

EQUIPPING A TECH CARD– When Tech Cards are put into play on the Table they must
be Equipped. Personal Tech cards must be Equipped to Crew cards and Ship Tech cards
must be Equipped to Ship cards unless directed otherwise by some card effect. A Tech card
is represented in game play as being Equipped by placing it under the card it is Equipped to
making sure to leave the game modifier and Coal Credit information visible. Equipped
cards Exhaust and Ready with the cards they are Equipped to and are like wise discarded
when the card they Equipped to is discarded.

EQUIPPED SHIP TECH

EQUIPPED PERSONAL TECH

SWAPPING EQUIPPED TECH– Players may move one Tech card already Equipped
from one Crew card to another Crew card in play on the Table by sacrificing their Drop
Phase to do so (First or Second).

Phase 4. Open Trading. In this phase the active player (Mission Attempter) may openly trade
Manifest Cards from their hand. In addition the players may openly divulge as much or as little
about the cards in question.
Examples:
“I have a cool weapon card for trade and I need some Ship Tech.”
“I have the +3 Heavy Revolver card and I want the –3 Heavy Armor card for my Ship.”
“I have a Midshipman Crew Card and I need a Doctor Crew card.”
Catalyst Cards may not be traded in the Open Trading Phase and Ship Cards may never be
traded unless allowed to do so by card effect. There is no limit on how many Trades the Mission Attempter may make but all trades taking place must be with the Mission Attempter.
TRADING EXCHANGE RATES– Trades may be 1 for 1, 2 for 1, or 3 for 1 as negotiated by
the players. Players must exchange at least 1 card (no trading for 0) and other stipulations on
Trades such as assistance on future Missions or shares of future Bounty can be included. However the upholding of such promises is up to the honor of the players. Should a player prove
untrustworthy in Trading then remember that next time they wish to trade!

Phase 5. Draw one Catalyst Card. In this phase the Mission Attempter draws one card from
the Catalyst Deck and looks at it. If it is a Mission Card it is placed on the Table immediately
in Mission Row.
Mission Row– All Mission Cards are placed on the Table in front of players in groups of four .
These are called Mission Rows. These cards are placed as such so that players may read the
Missions and their Requirements to the other players. Players are not required to only attempt
the Missions in front of them and may in fact Attempt any Mission on the Table. The purpose
of the Mission Row is to keep the Missions on the table in an orderly fashion where the
information can be readily accessed. Players are encouraged to be polite when asking about
Missions in front of another player and likewise when asked to read the same.

Interrupts!
If an Interrupt Card is drawn the player should read the Interrupt and follow its directions.
Many Interrupts contain the phrase “You may play this card immediately or keep it in your
hand”. This indicates that the Interrupt card is one that the player may play later in game to affect game play or may play right then if they wish. Other Interrupt cards require immediate
play and go into effect as soon as they are placed on the table. Unless otherwise stated on the
card an Interrupt played when drawn affects the Mission Attempter.

WHEN INTERRUPTS MAY BE PLAYED
Interrupt Cards played from your hand are powerful ways to get things accomplished in the
game. They most commonly force the Mission Attempter to make Combat Rolls, the result of
which could cost the cards from the Table or their hand or even cause them to fail the Mission.
In this manner the other players can try to thwart the Mission Attempter from succeeding and
meeting the Mission Requirements and receiving Victory Points. However Interrupt Cards
may also do any number of beneficial or game altering effects such as card draws, discard
piles being shuffled into Decks, and the modification of Combat Rolls. The timing of when
you play your Interrupt card decides the effect the Interrupt has on the Mission Attempter.
IF the Interrupt is played during the Mission Attempt Phase. Then any effects from the
Interrupt or discards resulting from must be applied to the Cards that were Exhausted
for the Mission Attempt.
IF the Interrupt is played during ANY other phase. Then the Mission
Attempter may use the cards in his hand to satisfy discard effects
Players should always call out “Interrupt!” to alert the other players that they are playing the
card. Multiple Interrupts may be played in a stack but must be resolved one at a time from the
last one played to the first applying effects as resolved.

Phase 6. Mission Attempt. In this phase the Mission Attempter earns the title by trying to
collect the Victory Points listed on the Mission Card. This is accomplished by reviewing the
Mission cards available on the Table, announcing which Mission they wish to Attempt, and
Exhausting the Crew Cards with the appropriate Keywords to satisfy the Mission
Requirements. Should the Mission Attempter meet the Requirements of the Mission (once all
the Interrupts the other players throw on top of it have been resolved) then they remove the
Mission from Mission Row and place it in their play area so they may keep track of how many
Victory Points they have accumulated. Once a player has accumulated equal or more Victory
Points than their Ship card’s Victory Total they immediately win the game!
Call For Aide!- Often the Mission Attempter may not have the necessary Keywords or other
Requirements to complete the Mission. Therefore the Mission Attempter may request one (and
only one) other player to assist them in completing the Mission if they wish. The aiding player
may Exhaust as many or as few of their Crew to assist as they wish to a minimum of one (1).
Aiding players receive none of Victory Points for assisting the Mission Attempter but may barter for a share or all of possible Bounties, or for future aide with their own Missions.
Phase 7. Pirate Trading (Blind Trading). Pirate Trading is somewhat similar to Open
Trading but is far more secretive. The Mission Attempter may not discuss the details of the
card for trade other than to name it’s type (Crew, Ship Tech, Personal Tech, or Interrupt) and
to demand a Trade ratio (1 to 1, 2 to 1, 3 to 1).
Interrupt cards may be traded in the Pirate Trade phase. Ships may not be Traded. Unlike Open
Trading other considerations may not be negotiated in Pirate Trading. If no player will Trade
with the Mission Attempter then a card may be discarded from their hand for 1 card drawn
from the Deck matching the card (Manifest or Catalyst). This is known as Pirate Trading with
the Deck.
Note: Pirate Trading may be an opportunity to “ditch” unwanted cards by tricking other players
into Trades they don’t need but be careful. Too many “Shifty Trades” and the other players will
no doubt quit Trading with you.
Phase 8. Second Drop. Second Drop operates the same mechanically as First Drop and allows
the Mission Attempter a last chance to place something on the Table before their turn ends.
Once the Drop has been made and any card effect resulting from such have been resolved the
Turn is over.

OVER THE SIDE WITH YOU!- If the Mission Attempter wishes to Drop (in either Drop
Phase) a Crew card onto the Table but doing so will cause their Crew card total to exceed the
Crew capacity of their Ship then they MUST select a Crew card already on the Table and
discard it along with all Equipped Tech Cards.

COMBAT ROLLS
In Twisted Skies several cards will require you to make Combat Rolls either Ship or Personal. When these
rolls are required by a card they will include a number that the player will need to match or exceed by rolling
the D6 and adding the modifiers given by offensive Tech cards to their total while subtracting the modifiers
given by defensive Tech from the required number.
Personal Combat Rolls must be made by a designated Crew Card in play on the Table. If the Crew Card is
Exhausted for a Mission Attempt then that Crew Card will have to suffer the adverse effects of failing the
Combat Roll. If the Combat Roll is made outside of a Mission Attempt then the player affected may use
other cards to suffer adverse effects.
Example 1: The Interrupt Ape Men in Battle Armor is played on a Mission Attempt by Jonas Merriweather
with the Heavy Revolver Equipped for a +3 modifier. Rolling a 2 and adding the 3 modifier the total of 5
will not be enough. The Jonas card is discarded and two cards are discarded from the Mission Attempter's
hand.
Example 2: The Interrupt Ape Men in Battle Armor is played during the First Drop phase. The player
chooses Jonas Merriweather with the Heavy Revolver Equipped for a +3 modifier to make the Roll. Rolling a 2 and adding the 3 modifier the total of 5 will not be enough. The Jonas card is left on the table and a
Crew card and two other cards are discarded from the Mission Attempter's hand.
Note that if a Personal Combat Roll requires the discard of more cards than the designated Crew Card in the
Mission Attempt has then the next available Exhausted Crew card must help satisfy the adverse effects of
losing the Roll.
In the case that two Players are making Combat rolls against each other, both players roll the D6, then add
the modifiers from their offensive tech, then subtract the modifier from their opponent’s defensive tech to
establish a total with the highest number winning (with no resolution in the case of a tie).
Ship Combat Rolls are much easier in that the modifiers are calculated the same way but players always
have to suffer the adverse effects of a failed Roll to their cards on the Table, but should they lack the required
cards to discard they are ignored.

ROLLS OF 1 OR 6
When making Combat Rolls of either type there are two standing rules concerning Rolls of 1
and 6.
When a 1 is rolled the Roll is automatically failed regardless of modifiers and the discard pile is shuffled back into the Catalyst Deck.
When a 6 is Rolled regardless of Modifiers the designated Crew or Ship in the Roll
must discard one Equipped Tech Card.(Something over heated!)

IMPORTANT TABLE RULES
ONLY ONE CAPTAIN– No player may have more than one (1) Crew Card with the Keyword Captain in
play at any time. Dropping another Captain Crew card will automatically discard the one current in play.
MULTIVERSE SURCHARGE– When cashing in Tech Cards to produce a Coal Credit Total
it is possible to over pay the required amount. Should this happen then the surplus Coal Credits
are lost and cannot be “banked” for other effects. They are simply lost to the various fees and
overages associated with doing business in the Multiverse.
WHEN IN DOUBT– Anytime these rules or a card isn’t clear or causes confusion then players are encouraged to discuss the possible resolution to game play and come to a group consensus. If no compromise can
be made , the owner of the Twisted Skies set has final say.
CIVIL PLAY– Players are encouraged to play with the Victorian concepts of civil behavior in mind. Reading each other card information and giving game information to each other is part of the game and refusing
to cooperate or communicate to facilitate winning is poor sportsmanship. Don’t be that guy/girl.

The Emperors
This set contains 5 special crew cards called The Emperor, and one special marker card. You
see, the Emperor is a SUPERNATURAL being, that exist outside of time and space, and each
is slightly different. So even if they are the same entity, they all may have different experiences
based on their reality. The full extent of his powers are unknown, and the vastness of his
Empire expands beyond even his knowledge.
There are several rules that apply to The Emperor.
1. When you play an Emperor on the Table, you may select up to three keywords for him.
He already has The Emperor, and Supernatural. You can use the Marker Card to keep track of
which you choose, as they will change each time an Emperor is played
2. There can only be one Emperor on the Table at a time. His presence is such a strain on
reality that only one Emperor can inhabit the Table at any given time. It is said their is an artifact that can allow multiple Emperors to exist in one world, but it is only a legend.
3. The power of resurrection. When The Emperor is Discarded from the Table, his spirit will
return, in a new form. Players roll a D6 and the one with the highest result gets to choose an
Emperor from the Manifest Deck. Shuffle it after.
4. The Will of the People - This cosmic artifact is considered to be one of the strongest relics
in all the Multiverse. It is so powerful it has it's own section in this rule book, but when in
play, at the end of a players turn, if it is not Equipped to the Emperor, Equip him with it.
5. Immune to Over the Side. You may never throw the Emperor over the side. Once on the
table, he is there until an ability or card forces you to discard him.
“The Emperor is the most ancient and powerful collective being in the Multiverse. Born in the
confusion, beauty, and chaos that was the birth of the first alternate timelines and dimensions,
His myriad selves hold vast power and secrets locked behind sublime walls of will, passion,
creativity, and madness. Meeting any incarnation of this being is a rare and terrifying event
and should not be approached lightly or without trepidation.”
- Capt. James Fisk, senior ENIGMA Agent

Will of the People
The Will of the People is a powerful artifact forged
long before the Multiverse, and its power is so
awesome it had to have it's own section in the rule
book.
1. The Will of the People goes where it is needed
most. If the Will of the People is on the Table during the start of your turn, you and the player who
has it equipped to one of the Their crew cards rolls
a D6. If you roll lower, then you may equip it to
one of your crew cards. If the Will is equipped to
the Emperor, you must roll a one. If at any other
time the Will is on the Table, and you roll a one,
you may equip it to one of your crew cards.
2. Power over life and death. If the Will of the
People is attached to the Emperor, you may Exhaust him to play any Crew Card from the Discard
pile, onto your ship.
3. The Will of the People is immune to overload,
and is never discarded because of 1 or a 6.
4. Big Metal hand. The Will of the People is a massive weapon of immense power, so unless
Equipped to a Emperor, all other Crew Cards must discard any equipped tech cards when you
Equip them with WotP. You may not equip any other tech cards as long as that crew card is
equipped with the WotP
COMPATIBILITY WITH OTHER TWISTED SKIES PRODUCTS
Twisted Skies; Imperial Edition may be mixed in with any other Twisted Skies sets and expansions for
traditional round the table play and in fact such mixing of different sets and expansions is encouraged.
Remember any time there are any questions as to how cards may react to each other in game play
simply discuss the matter with the other players and reach a game effect everyone can be happy with.
Can’t come to agreement? In that case the owner of Imperial Edition has the final say in game effects.

USE WITH RETRIBUTION RULE SET
The Twisted Skies; Retribution rule set allows for a modified version of the game which allows player
to construct faction based deck to battle head to head for Multiverse dominance. As the multiple factions of the Red Fork Empire always present a united front to other Multiverse powers regardless of
their internal struggles players should consider any Crew Card which uses the color blue in their Faction logo to be aligned with the Red Folk Empire for the purposes of deck construction. In head to
head competitive play with the Retribution rule set players may have more than one Emperor in play
at one time and in fact Red Fork Empire Decks have a special win condition all their own. Should a
player Drop all five Emperor Cards into play under their control at same time they automatically win
the game.
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For your purchase of Twisted Skies! This product is
a labor of love inspired by several dedicated fans of
the Red Fork Empire. We hope this game provides
you hours of gaming enjoyment and inspires you to
explore and enjoy the fantastic worlds of the
Empire!

